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Legal Disclaimer 

Alderman & CompanyTM is the trade mark for the group of companies consisting of Alderman & 
Company Capital, LLC (“Capital”), Alderman & Company Advisors, LLC (“Advisors”), and Alderman & 
Company Consulting, LLC (“Consulting”), all of which are owned by William H. Alderman. Capital is a 
broker-dealer registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission and a member of FINRA and 
SIPC. Capital provides investment banking, private placement, merger, acquisition divestiture and 
other securities related services. Advisors is an investment advisor registered with State of 
Connecticut Department of Banking.  Consulting is a management consulting firm.   The material 
contained in this presentation is for general informational purposes only. The material contained 
herein is not to be construed as an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell a security nor is it to be 
construed as investment advice. Additionally, the material in this presentation does not constitute a 
representation that any investments described herein are suitable or appropriate for any person.  
Alderman & CompanyTM has gathered the data from sources considered reliable; however, there is no 
guarantee as to the accuracy or completeness of the information provided within this publication. The 
material presented reflects information known to the Alderman & CompanyTM at the time this 
publication was written, and this information is subject to change. No warranties, expressed or 
implied are made, regarding the accuracy of this material. Members of Alderman & CompanyTM may 
have positions in the securities of the companies discussed. This presentation does not constitute a 
recommendation with respect to the securities of any company discussed herein, is not intended to 
provide information upon which to base an investment decision, and should not be construed as 
such.   Alderman & CompanyTM may from time to time provide investment banking or related services 
to companies mention during this presentation. The author of this publication earns compensation 
that is affected by the profitability of the firm. �
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Alderman & CompanyTM

 

  Who we are and �

  what we do:�

` 
Management 
Consulting 
Services�

Investment 
Advisory�

Maximizing 
Value in the 
Aerospace 

and 
Defense 
Industry�

Investment 
Banking�

Alderman & Company  
Consulting, LLC 

Alderman & Company 
Advisors, LLC 

Alderman & Company 
Capital, LLC 
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Agenda   

The Value of Operational Excellence �

I. �How is “Value” defined�

II. �How is value created�

III. �Examples�
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I. The Definition of Value�
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How is Value Defined 

 What is Value?�

 Who says so? �
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Valuation Methods 

1.Market Method � �What we often hear in 
     preliminary negotiations 

2.Income Method � �What we see used most 
     often in board rooms 
     and actual negotiations 

3.Replacement Cost � �What we often see in 
     distressed transactions  
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Valuation Methods: Market�
Also referred to as “Comps”�

Premise: �

 There exists a trading market for companies 
similar to yours and your company should 
trade at a price comparable to those that are 
similar to yours  

Formula:�

�EBITDA Multiple:  [Enterprise Value] / [EBITDA] 
 Revenue Multiple:  [Enterprise Value ] / [Revenue] 
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Valuation Methods: Market 
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Valuation Methods: Market 

Revenue Multiple�
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Valuation Methods: Income�

Premise:�

Investors will formulate their view of the value of 
a business based upon their expectation of the 
future distributions they will receive from that 
business (“Free Cash Flow”).  

Formula:�
The buyer’s view of the company’s future 
performance drives this valuation method.  

 Value = Discounted [  CFO1 + CFO2 + CFO3……] 
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Valuation Methods: Income 
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Valuation Methods: Replacement Cost�

Premise:�

 The value of a business is equal to the 
cost to replace all of its assets, including 
intangible assets (“goodwill”) 

Of note:�
  Goodwill items include: 

Trade names 
Intellectual property 
Customer relationships/lists 
Customer approvals 
Licenses & Certificates 
Supplier relationships  
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Valuation Methods: Replacement Cost 

Valuing Intangibles / Goodwill�

Accomplished by estimating the direct and indirect costs 
(and time) to recreate those exact assets 

• Process know how�

• Customer contracts�

• Supplier contracts�

• Customer relationships/lists�

• Approvals�

• Etc�
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Valuation Methods: Replacement Cost 

Goodwill Example  
Value of “Sheet Metal Process Know-how” 
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Valuation Methods: Replacement Cost 
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Valuation Methods: Weighted Value�

A holistic view of value is developed through a weighted 
assessment of all credible valuation methods. 
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II. Value Creation Concepts�
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How is Value Created? 

By increasing 
expected 
future cash 
flow 

By 
decreasing 
future 
uncertainties 
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Value Creation 

Increase Expected Future Cash Flow: Examples�

Eliminate production waste: generate same 
sales with lower labor or material cost 

Eliminate administrative waste: generate the 
sales with lower indirect  / SG&A costs 

Accelerate throughput: turn Inventory faster to 
reduce working capital  

Compete on attributes other than price: so you 
can raise prices and improve gross margins  
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Value Creation 

Reduce Uncertainty: Examples�

Increase customer “stickiness” 

Develop strengths against global competition 

Develop management talent, to successfully 
deal with future uncertainties (which are certain 
to happen) 

Invest in state of the art training, processes, 
technology and equipment  - to maintain 
competitive edge 
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III. Quantitative Analysis: DCF �
Examples of the Value of Operational Excellence�
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The Value of Reduced Uncertainty 
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The Value of Faster Inventory Turns 
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The Value of Better Equipment Utilization 
Discount Rate�
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Closing Remarks�

Who 
determines 
Value? �

• Investors�

• Buyers�

How is value 
determined?�

• Various 
methods, but 
primarily: 
discounted 
projected future 
cash flow�

How is value 
created?�

• Increasing 
expected future 
cash flow�

• Decreasing 
uncertainty (the 
discount rate)�
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